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ABSTRACT 

This article presents the architecture, origin and the vicissitudes of the holiday 
resort which was dedicated to employees of the state media institutions of that time 
and which is representative of Polish holiday centres in Poland in the 1970s. It was 

Lake District which constituted a part of German East Prussia before 1945. The 
centre was planned in the land which operated as the Main Headquarters of the 
General Command of Luftwaffe during II World War. One of the key principles 
assumed by the designer of the holiday resort was not only the use of the natural 
advantages of the place but also the maximum adaptation of the preserved facilities, 
the foundations of the buildings and the infrastructure of the former military 
complex. The unusual architecture, attractive location and the scale of the 
constructed  
the centre entwined closely with important events in general history and the political 
and economic changes which occurred in Poland after 1989 determined the decision 
to introduce a new function of a sanatorium to the facility. The complex was then 
partially reconstructed and developed. 

This article was based on a number of researches. A detailed analysis was made 
of the related archival materials and scientific publications. A comparative analysis 
was conducted of the architecture of the centre and other facilities used for the same 
purpose which had been built in the 1960s and 1970s in Poland. The required field 
studies and photographic documentation of all the premises were performed 
simultaneously.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 a half kilometres 

small ribbon lake surrounded by forests, and intersected by the Russian border at its 
northern end. The varied landscape is accompanied by lush nature, but the 
continental climate is one of the harshest in Poland, and is more suited for winter 
tourism than summer tourism. For this reason, as well as its secluded location near 
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few 
vacation facilities were built at the lake during Poland's post-war period relative to 
other Masurian lakes. Of those that were built, the most important was a centre for 
book, press and radio workers from Warsaw. 

GERMAN 
RULE 

Prussia until the end of World War II. The Romincka Forest was a hunting ground 
for German rulers. The heart of the ground was near the town of Rominten 

here that in 1891 Wilhelm II erected a wooden, Dragestil hunting lodge designed 
by Norwegian architects Holm Hansen Munthe (1848 1898) and Ole Sverre (1865
1932). During the Third Reich in 1936, Herman Göring - the prime minister of 
Prussia, commander of the Luftwaffe, State Forest Inspector and Head Gamekeeper 
- commissioned construction of another wooden hunting lodge designed by 
Friedrich Hetzelt (1903 1986) near the previous one. After the German attack on 
the USSR, Rominten became Göring's main quarters. In 1940, a bomb shelter was 
built next to the lodge [5]. 

German capital and important cities in Prussia, which was of essential importance 

development of the town 

to be seen as a health resort town, and began to attract tourists. Recreation facilities 
were thus built around the lake [1]. In the town of Gross Kummetschen (Hermeshof 
from 1934-
hotel and youth shelter with a swimming hole, and a pier with a diving tower at the 
end. Next to the shelter was a tennis court and sports pitch. In the small town of 
Schillinnen (currently Szyliny) on the other side of the lake was a health resort 
(Kurhaus) [6], [7].  

peace, although its location near the border meant that it was a close witness to 
battles on the Eastern Front. The village of Hermeshof played an important strategic 
role in the war, as the Luftwaffe headquarters were build there in 1940. Several 
Luftwaffe operations in Europe and North Africa were directed from here between 
1941-1944. This also kept commanders close to Göring's main quarters in 
Rominten. The complex, which was called Robinson, was built around 300 meters 
from the shore of the lake, with a railway embankment running in between. Up until 
this point, there were only a few residential buildings scattered throughout the area. 
The Nazi complex consisted of several facilities, including bomb shelters, 
aboveground bunkers, brick buildings, barracks, and infrastructure [3], [5], [7]. 

The Robinson complex in Hermeshof and Göring's quarters in Rominten were 
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by the Red Army in January of 1945. Nearly 90% of it had been razed by the 
fighting. 

- 
POLAND 

As a result of the Potsdam Conference in 1945, around 2/3 of East Prussia was 
incorporated into Poland. The new border between Poland and the USSR cut from 
East to West through the pre- ap in German). Poland 

of destruction. In 1949 and 1950, Wilhelm II's hunting lodge, which survived the 
war unscathed, was disassembled and moved to Kaliningrad. The railways running 

began immediately after the war, and lasted nearly three decades. Despite 
the efforts of planners, the original street layout could not be preserved. 
Furthermore, the new buildings were low-quality, and lacked architectural integrity. 
The city thus lost its picturesque, small-town character [1], [6]. 

of the first was a small, low-standard complex that resembled a school building in 
the former Hermeshof. By 1974, at least four other recreational facilities had been 
erected. They belonged to businesses and government institutions (including the 

In the years that followed, the ministerial centre operated year-round. Furthermore, 
three new, year-
The largest and most impressive was the holiday resort of the Warsaw Executive 
Board of the Trade Union of the Book, Press and Radio Employees, build between 
1974-1977 [4], [7]. 

ARCHITECTURE  

The main residential and recreational part of the center took the place of the 
Luftwaffe headquarters in pre-
district). This area was especially attractive for tourists due to its proximity to the 
lake, which is surrounded by dense, ancient forests and lush groundcover. 
Furthermore, utilization of the ruins of earlier buildings would cut significant costs. 
The design was prepared by Warsaw architect Tadeusz Michalczewski in 1973. 

The main building complex would consist of an oblong residential pavilion 
connected to a dining room and a cafe-bar, located in two aboveground bunkers of 
the Luftwaffe headquarters. The twin bunkers each had an original area of 400 m² 
and height of 5.80 m. A new wing for maintenance (cooking, laundry, etc.) would 
also be added to the northeast part of the main complex. The residential part of the 
main building would be supplemented by eight units built on the foundation of the 
former barracks. Each unit would consist of eight, two-story duplexes connected to 
one another by a an open corridor. The architect also planned to build a puppet 
theatre and youth club using the foundations and walls of the former boiler room 
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and pump room. The permanent staff would have six apartments in a new building 
constructed on top of an old foundation with a basement. The bunker of the former 
power station would be adapted to house seasonal staff. The plan even intended to 
utilize German-built structures such as water reservoirs for firefighting. One was 
refashioned into an outdoor pool for summer, and the other into an indoor pool for 
winter. Forest clearance was limited to the required minimum, and the old network 
of roads was used [3]. Unfortunately, however, the majority of the program was not 
executed. No residential complexes were built in the forest, and neither were many 
of the accompanying facilities such as pools and sports pitches. 

 
Fig. 1. Michalczewski T., Site layout plan of the holiday resort of the Warsaw 

Executive Board of the Trade Union of the Book, Press and Radio Employees in 
-   

The most important of the four sections of the main building was the two-story 
residential pavilion with entrance hall. The three wings of the pavilion housed 
comfortable double rooms with bathrooms and balconies. The wings were 
connected by foyers. In the northwest, hexagonal staircases lined the walls of the 
foyers, and connected it to the old bunkers. On the roofs of the bunkers, which 
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housed the dining room and cafe-bar, were spacious sunbathing terraces with a 
combined area of 800 m², connected by a footbridge. The fourth and final section 
of the complex was a rectangular building that housed a kitchen, boiler room, 
laundry room, and a separate, closed courtyard. It was linked to both the dining 
room and cafe-bar, and it also had a basement [2]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The main complex of the holiday resort of the Warsaw Executive Board 
of the Trade Union of the Book, Press and 

1978-1981. Photo: L. Surowiec. www.fotopolska.eu.  

The residential pavilion featured parallel, gable roofs, and the upper part of the 
façade resembled a triangular, attic-style roof comb. This look was complemented 
by the triangular balconies below. These motifs decorated the smooth, white-
plastered walls divided by horizontal rows of balconies, and a cordon cornice 
between the second floor and attic. The façade is accented only by the light 
construction of the entrance foyer wall, which is wood-finished, largely glazed, and 
divided similarly to its white-plastered counterpart. The upper part of the wall is 
closed off by the rectangular, white-plastered wall of the attic. The entirety 
resembles a large gate. The wood used for the entrance is a logical reference to the 
surrounding environment, and gives the architecture a friendly and warm 
atmosphere. It is also worth mentioning that the architect originally intended to 
create a type of open corridors along the walls of the bunkers. A roof-like structure 
would have sloped towards the ground from the railings of the terrace, allowing 
visitors to walk along the wall of the building under its cover. The eaves would have 
been lined with sawteeth, and would have referred to the other triangular elements 
of the building [2]. 

An example of subtle, late-modernist architecture, the aesthetic expression of 
the central building generally fit in with contemporary design trends. The two 
delicate angles in the shape of the building, combined with the unusual shape of the 
balconies, produced a seeming effect of undulation. At the time, such a look was 
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similar to that of other Polish holiday centres situated in mountain areas in 
accordance with the contour lines on the map. Examples include the flagship Home 
of the Polish Teachers' Union in Jaszowiec, designed in 1960 by Henryk Buszko 
and Aleksander Franta, as well as the lesser-known Office of the Council of 
Ministers in Zakopane, designed in 1961-62 by Edward Mój, Antoni Kowal and 

k. Yet the contrast between its white walls, wood and glass gives 
 

RECENT HISTORY 

The history of the complex as a holiday centre came to an end just a few years 
after its completion. Its location near the border was an important determinant of 
how it was used after the introduction of martial law in December of 1981. From 
January to August of 1982, female Polish democratic opposition activists were 
forced to stay at the centre. In the 1980s, workers' holidays in Poland declined in 
significance. Many centres required constant investment, which was difficult during 

offered by 12 holiday facilities (5 year-round) whose technical conditions left much 
to be desired. The holiday resort of the Warsaw Executive Board of the Trade Union 
of the Book, Press and Radio Employees was the largest and best-equipped. Its 7 
brick buildings and bunkers were in good technical condition, and its residential 
wing housed 169 beds [4]. After 1989, the Polish People's Republic's system of 
workers' holidays was replaced by private investment in holiday centres. The 
health-resort potenti
of capital. The city and its surroundings were confirmed to have specific climate 
conditions, mineral water springs, and valuable mud deposits. According the the 
development strategy of 1989, the Kumiecie district could become the "heart" of 
the new resort. The holiday resort of the Warsaw Executive Board of the Trade 
Union of the Book, Press and Radio Employees was adapted into a health resort 
complex, and constructed around it were hotels, guesthouses and above all - 
graduation towers [1]. Unfortunately, however, the main building lost its original 
aesthetic merits during this adaptation. The light, wood-finished wall in the main 
facade was replaced with a traditional, plastered brick construction; the residential 
pavilion was covered with asymmetrical, gable roofs; and the characteristic attic 
with triangular peaks was discarded. Additional floors were built in place of the 
attractive terraces on top of the dining room and café. 

CONCLUSION 

The architecture of the holiday resort of the Warsaw Executive Board of the 

due to its adaptation of the military complex left behind by the Nazis. Its balanced 
aesthetics, high quality of workmanship, and high standard of use were 
characteristic of other holiday centres for workers of central institutions in Warsaw. 
The history of the centre after 1989 is typical for Polish holiday centres build 
between 1955 and 1980. Architecture from this period commonly evokes negative 
associations, and its merits often go unrecognized. New owners are thus adapting 
old centres according to their own needs and tastes. Most often, they seek to increase 


